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TRANSCRIPTION

[00:03]
TW:

Today is Friday, May 6th, 2022. My name is Todd Welch from the Merrill-Cazier Library Special
Collections and Archives. This morning, we are interviewing Matt White, Vice President for
Advancement Services at Utah State University. This is another oral history interview for the
Covid Collection Project.
Good morning, Mr. White.

MW:

Good morning. How are you doing?

TW:

Very good. Very good. So, sir, let’s start by asking when you started your career at USU, and
what were the various positions you served during your USU career?

MW:

Yeah. So, I’m still in the same position today as I started, vice president for advancement and
president of the USU foundation. And those two roles, my job is to one, inspire philanthropy and
philanthropic support for the university, which is critical to our ongoing success and was critical,
especially during our Covid-19 period that we went through. Also, as president of the foundation
board, my role is working with our board that by our bylaw has to serve on our investment
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committee for the university, maximize our endowment returns, and also set good budgets and
fundraising goals for the university.
So, in those two rules, really it’s about engagement, creating exceptional gift and engagement
experiences for our donors, for our board members, and being that trusted partner in philanthropy
across campus which, during Covid, there was a lot of outreach from various colleges that really
were looking for USU Advancement to provide support in some new and unique and pioneering
ways, innovative ways acrost our campus to keep donors engaged, alumni boards engaged, and
inspire philanthropy for some much-needed programs and shifting priorities and programs within
the colleges.
TW:

So, what’s the number of staff do you have employed in Advancement and how many student
workers do you employ?

[01:58]
MW:

Yeah, absolutely. So, we have about 62 FTEs, full-time employees within University
Advancement, and then under University Advancement is Advancement Services which is our
compliance unit, gift processing, and you’ll see some of these critical areas that even during
Covid could not shut down because of the work that we do. So, compliance, gift processing under
Advancement Services, data intelligence.
Shifting over to alumni, our alumni team, so Kim Larson, our AVP for Alumni Relations and our
alumni board reports up to Advancement. That had a unique experience within its own during
Covid in shifting alumni events and keeping our national chapters – we have 14 chapters across
the country – engaged, not in person in anymore, but in a new way and new processes and
mechanisms to keep them engaged.
We also have stewardship and donor engagement which we were highlighted in some of the
unique approaches that Adrian Larson in our student and donor engagement team took to keep
alumni engaged and show our appreciation and our support for them in the trials and hardships
that they were going through during Covid, and I could talk about some of that later on if you’d
like.
We also have our business finance operations, our marketing communications team. Under that,
Jeanette Robins did a great job. We focused a lot on engagement through communication
strategies, our online platforms and channels, letters, our website. A lot of those things shifted to
kind of where we are today and what we think is really the ongoing approach for engagement
through communication strategies through Covid.

[03:48]
Then our university-wide and our collegiate teams, our fundraisers for the university, and that’s in
athletics, that’s in our colleges, that’s in our statewide campus system, our support we give units
like the library here, like honors program, the Nora Eccles Museum of Art. All those functions
and fundraising teams report up through Advancement, so that kind of makes up the 62ish
employees. And every one of them – I have to give them kudos – just did a fantastic job with
resiliency and finding ways to continue to maintain the work that we do, the very important work
that Advancement does to support the mission of the institution and help the institution achieve
vision, and that vision shifted dramatically over the period from that shutdown that we had all the
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way through today and how the university is looking to make sure that we have that exceptional
student experience, that we support our students and our faculty in very meaningful ways. A lot
of that support comes through philanthropic support, and that did not stop during Covid.
TW:

So, before the Covid outbreak, so let’s say fall of 2019, let’s just say in a typical academic year,
how many different events and programs did Advancement organize and sponsor and put on?

MW:

Absolutely. So, a lot, and that number shifts. But everything from all of our Old Main and
Founder’s Day events. So, our Old Main, our top giving society, those who contribute $25,000 or
more during their lifetime or have a documented estate give of $25,000 or more, we have several
Old Main Society events throughout the year to recognize, thank, and inspire them in other ways
to continue to contribute to us.

[05:45]
So, we have that. He had our Old Main Founder’s Day event which interestingly – and I think this
is a future question – that was scheduled for the week of the shutdown. That March, day after
Sam Merrill hit his shot, that Friday was our foundation board meeting and our Old Main
Founder’s Day events. So, we have those events.
And then our alumni throughout the country, we have numerous events from chapter events in
Phoenix that [unclear], our chapter president helps us lead with community picnics with our
alumni base to events in Houston and Dallas around our alumni chapters there, Washington DC
and our events there and then here in Logan throughout the football season, throughout basketball
season, numerous events to engage our alumni and support we give to our colleges and their
events, their scholarship dinners, their other appreciation events, their events across the country
where they have their faculty going out and talking about a certain topic or at a conference where
we know we have a group of alumni who are attending those conferences.
So, it’s a lot. That number varies. But during certain periods of the year, it’s almost every week
we have some kind of engagement event, and those, we did not want to stop, and we wanted to
continue during Covid.
TW:

But they were in person pre-Covid?

MW:

These were all in person pre-Covid, correct.

TW:

So, a virus that started in late 2019 in China and soon spread to other countries around the world
arrived in the United States in early 2020. I know that there were discussions in the national news
about the virus and the possible impact it would have on the United States. When did you first
become aware that it was going to possibly impact Utah State University and Advancement
Services in particular?

[07:43]
MW:

So, it’s kind of interesting because when I first became aware of the virus, President Cockett,
myself, Dean Ward, Patrick Mason from the Arrington Chair, we had an event that February in
New York City, and I remember flying to New York and getting on the plane and this woman
next to me wiping down her entire area and having a mask on. And I’m sitting there thinking, I’m
like, “That’s a little excessive.” Flash forward to a month later when I was traveling me doing the
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exact same thing prior to going to Las Vegas for the Mountain West tournament, which was the
only tournament that was actually held pre-Covid, and we had alumni events scheduled at that.
So, between that February and March, coming back that February from that event in New York
and getting ready to fly and going out and trying to find hand sanitizer and stuff to fly to Las
Vegas, that short period of time is when we started becoming aware something was going on, but
not really the insight to really knowing what we needed to do about it at that time, and my family
all traveling down to Las Vegas too. I remember my wife and I telling our kids as we were
walking to the alumni tailgate, “Let’s not touch the railings going up these things now,” and kind
of being overly hand sanitizing to not even a week later totally shifting our approach in what
we’re doing.
So, it was kind of that pretty quick period of time, but when our roles traveling, engaging donors,
and this event in February with the Arrington Chair was held at one of our alum, Linda Danes’s
home in New York to coming back. It was a pretty quick turnaround time for shifting our
approach in what we always did in Advancement, that very traditional engagement approach of
in-person events to that March, right after the tournament, totally shifting our approach in three
days to a completely new way.
[09:55]
TW:

And who are the university—you’re talking about shifting your approach. Who at the university
were you having those discussions about the shift, and were there going to be standards in place
institutionally? Were you part of those discussions? Were other members of your team?

MW:

Yeah, so Vegas was interesting. We had a great tailgate. Coming back from New York, let’s start
there, coming back from New York not really thinking, just knowing something was going on but
not really understanding the impact it was going to have nationally, Vegas, having our alumni
events, and we had a great turnout and a great celebration, everybody hugging when Sam Merrill
hit that shot to win the Mountain West tournament and send us to the NCAA tournament, just
looking in our area, not thinking about social distancing at all at that time, but that celebratory
environment to really driving back from Las Vegas – I flew there, drove back with my family –
driving back and starting to get word that we needed to meet very quickly to decide what the
university was going to do moving forward. So, that was President Cockett having the insight and
foresight to calling us all together and saying, “All right. What are we doing next?”
And for USU Advancement and I would say for USU, we had our trustee meetings and
foundation board meetings starting that Thursday of that week when everything shut down. So,
with the USU Foundation board, it’s a national board. People fly in from all over the country. We
had our Old Main Founder’s Day event that night. But we knew by Wednesday, we had to make a
decision on what we were doing with those events and thinking about everyone’s safety, and this
was always President Cockett’s first and foremost priority was our students’ safety, our faculty
safety, and our alumni’s safety. And looking at those things, what do we need to do to be good
representatives of the university to really set that tone and tempo to do that?

[12:16]
And that shifted very quickly to—and unfortunately, I already had board members who had flown
in from across the country and that Thursday meeting, we had them even virtually. We shifted in
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one day from an in-person board meeting to a virtual board meeting with whatever technology we
could pull together. Sydney Peterson who was the secretory of our foundation board did a great
job getting Zoom set up. I think it was Zoom at the time, or maybe it was…
TW:

WebEx.

MW:

WebEx. Actually, it was WebEx. Getting a WebEx meeting set up with our board members from
across the country. We canceled Old Main Founder’s Day event but still continued with that
board meeting. I think the most interesting thing at that time was right prior to this, President
Cockett had asked all the VPs and deans to put together a SWOT analysis on each of our units on
what our strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats were, and I was presenting this to our
USU Foundation board during my topic and engaging them in conversation on strengths that they
as alumni and donors saw of our unit, opportunities they saw for us to go into, weaknesses that
we needed to continue to improve on, and threats. And I remember pointing out at that meeting, I
said, “Well, I did not have global pandemic on, so I’m going to add on—” and on my slide that I
showed them through WebEx, I had on zombie apocalypse because I was going to hedge my bet
on every case at that point in time but did not have global pandemic on my threat list of things
that could come on.
And looking at how that shaped my thinking now and probably forever in the future, thinking of
how we need to be nimble, how we need to be flexible, how we need to be adaptive to situations
that we just cannot project. Who would’ve projected it? I don’t think there was any dean or VP
that had global pandemic on their threat list, and it was such a threat to how we moved forward.

[14:21]
But what I’m really proud to say is President Cockett pulling together very quickly our teams, our
tasks force, what we needed to do, that threat became emerging opportunities for us on how we
move forward as an institution. And proud to say that across the campus but in USU
Advancement, for my area, we outpaced our peers, we were able to adapt quickly and provide
that experience that we were able to do moving forward, just in a new way in doing it. And I
think what I’m confident in is I say all the time, “We always have to fundraise and engage for the
2030s” – being not the 2030s yet – “not the 1990s.” It’s really allowed us to kind of shift our
engagement strategies to new ways and new technologies moving forward. And still going back
to some of the older, traditional approaches, but with peppered in those new strategies that will
continue on moving forward.
TW:

So, you’re touching on it in several different ways, but what were some of the new approaches or
new tools that you and the Advancement Services embraced in the era of Covid, but also what are
the new areas of concentration for fundraising and development directly related to the Covid
pandemic?

MW:

Absolutely. So, I’ll talk about that first. So, what we saw was a significant need for our students.
Those that were employed no longer were working at their restaurant jobs or whatever their
employment was in the committee. President Cockett, Dave Cowley, and I’m sure he’s talked
about this, made a strategic decision we were going to do everything we can to keep our students
employed, to provide a paycheck. And on those opportunities where they had to work remote, we
needed to find ways to have them work remote.
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[16:22]
For USU Advancement, we had to shift very quickly because a lot of our students are in our
student calling program which is a call center that engages our alumni for philanthropic support,
which was really critical in some of our new emerging areas of need for our students, particularly
around the Student Emergency Hardship Fund that Dr. James Morales oversees. And him and I in
our communication and conversation were talking about the needs that these students had because
of loss of employment around helping them pay rent, helping them get some supplies they
needed, a car fixed, a wide variety of new things that these students really were depending on that
they didn’t have through their job that we wanted to provide that support.
So, we huddled together pretty quickly and reshaped our whole call center in a safe way. We
worked with facilities to set up barriers. We got all the appropriate things to wipe all the
equipment down between sessions where calling was happening. We socially distanced, but we
were able to have our students come in and still make phone calls for the support for their fellow
students that were so critical and needing, and proud to say we raised record number of dollars
from our alumni who understood and really valued and were passionate and compassionate about
the challenges our students were going through during that time. And I give so much credit to
Taylor Ashcraft who led our student calling program to continue that, to be innovative, to keep
our students engaged and employed through that time in doing that.
[18:08]
So, we shifted from that approach to the Student Emergency Hardship Fund. We centered our
giving day—in the past, our giving day for the university had been really engaging multiple units
across campus and we didn’t want to lose that, but we felt that it was very appropriate to have a
single focus for the university. So, I took this to the deans and vice presidents and said, “Hey. I
know you all rely on so much support for your colleges through giving day and our individual
social media outreach and mailings and calling initiatives for your programs. But this year, we
think it is really important to have a single university focus for our Student Emergency Hardship
Fund and food pantry for the university,” our SNAC program, and I was very proud to say that
every dean, every vice president altruistically said, “This is what is right for our students.”
So, we shifted from a very dispersed fundraising approach for all of our colleges and the
programs they had through our giving day to a single initiative that focused on the direct needs of
our students, and we had just a tremendous giving day. More donors stepped up than we’ve ever
had before. More dollars were raised than we ever had experienced during giving day before, and
that’s really thanks to our deans, our vice presidents for having that understanding of the needs of
our students and our alumni for what they need to do, and I would say for our teams to be able to
message that to our alumni as well and doing that.
So, we shifted from that approach. That was one of the strategies, one of the focuses that we had.
The other things we did, because we had to go virtually, we had some creative things through our
stewardship and donor engagement process. So, with that fall, so kind of moving from that
immediate shift to fall, let’s go spring first, since we weren’t having Founder’s Old Main, we
weren’t having any of our Old Main events, so many of our donors were stepping up and still
continuing to give, we wanted to do some kind of recognition for our alumni.
[20:20]
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So, we partnered with one of our alums in the community, Anderson Seed and Garden, and what
we did is we created this little packet of seeds. So, with Anderson Seed and Garden and our
alumni support there, we came up with two seed varieties, the Aggie true blue seeds and the
Aggie forget-me-not seeds, and we wanted to really let our alums know that we weren’t
forgetting about them during these difficult times. And we sent that out just kind of as a thank
you and as a “Hey, we’re here thinking about you,” and received a lot of feedback from our
alumni community how appreciative they were about just that small outreach and that local
partnership. And part of it was supporting a local business during these very difficult times, too.
We also partnered on sending chocolates with our Aggie chocolate factory and our hot cocoa. We
sent that out during the year to send to our alumni. So, we wanted to focus on student support, on
community support, but just letting our alumni know that we were thinking about them, and that
was one of the approaches the seed initiative that we sent out. It’s kind of “Hey, plant these seeds.
Let us know we’re thinking—they’re Aggie blue. We’re not forgetting about you,” that did
receive some national attention on the approach we took in doing that.
So, there was a variety of things. In the fall, since we weren’t doing our tailgates at home, we
weren’t doing our tailgates on the road, we sent out a small tailgate kit with the Old Main Tower
with some luminaries in it and a few other things saying, “Hey, join us virtually during the
tailgates and bring out your Aggie kit that we sent you to join us and celebrate Aggie football,”
when those games were held during the fall. So, we tried to do a variety of approaches to keep
our alumni engaged virtually and just kind of as a stewardship initiative.
[22:28]
TW:

So, let’s talk about the USU Covid taskforce. You were a member of it and I know several
committees were spun off of the initial taskforce that President Cockett formed. What was your
direct involvement with the taskforce and the various different committees that spun off of the
taskforce, and did you have others within the Advancement Services that also served on some of
these committees?

MW:

Yeah, absolutely. So, when it got formed, we had to come up with some standard operating
procedures particularly around a variety of initiatives, but I was tasked to head the event SOP
work group, standard operating procedure work group on how we were going to move forward
with a variety of events with alumni being so engaged in events, but also working with student
life and student events. And the governor’s coding system on what you could have and what the
university, how we were going to respond to student requests and college requests and of course
alumni and Advancement requests to have these events, what was going to be permitted? What
was going to have to have other questions? Who was going to have the approvals over doing
these events? How will we involve risk management in these events?
So, that was one of the standard operating procedure taskforce that I was put in charge of. I was
also on—Joe Ward was the taskforce chair for the travel standard operating procedure taskforce,
and I was on that one as well since so much of the work we do involves travel, and early on in
trying to identify these things, it was a moving target. And as the state changed their methodology
on how they looked at events and travel and all these things and as the federal government looked
at these and we looked at the New York Times risk area assessment table that they had on what
areas were high risk to travel to and low risk and what that meant and how we had to report and
Service Now documents that we’d want our teams to submit so when they return, we could have
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an assessment on could they come back to work, or do they need to quarantine for a certain
period of time or what that looked like.
[24:51]
So, those were two that I was on, and then the Covid taskforce I thought was really a great and
critical group. And I know there were the risk management taskforce and some other areas that I
was not involved with, but it all fed up. So, what I think really happened and what I was really
appreciative of President Cockett and her leadership through this was streamlined communication
of what everybody was doing. When we started rolling out waste water testing and how that was
kind of a national innovation happening here in Logan, it allowed us to be able to talk about it and
give weekly updates on what was going on not just on that, but what our risk management was
looking at from a national perspective, what our event taskforce and those presentations early on
that our event work group on those standard operating procedures gave, on the travel guidelines
and on all areas of campus, how we were looking at evolving into remote learning and then when
we were coming back.
But that allowed just a high level of communication where we all had an understanding of what
was going on so we could communicate very effectively back to our teams, and I think that’s
what really, talking to my counterparts across the country, distinguished USU from other highered institutions and advancement shops was we really did communicate very well during Covid
and it was not one person taking anything on, but a team effort. And you see this at USU, us all
coming together in that one USU approach, and this was just magnified with the work that we
were doing during Covid and helping us continue to do what we are here to do: educate our
students, provide our students with opportunities for education and engagement, and a lot of them
wanted those engagement opportunities and wanted to attend events like The Howl and wanted to
do those things.
[26:55]
Our alumni across the country and our chapters were really difficult. So, the Covid taskforce and
those standard operating procedures and how we worked with our chapter cities, and Arizona was
different in what they wanted and could do from Dallas, Texas, from Chicago, from California,
from Washington DC and how we engaged them in those alumni chapters that still wanted some
kind of traditional ways to get together and how we worked with them to do scavenger hunts
instead of big gatherings where they could find something and go out with their families where
they weren’t in big groups to find some kind of Aggie thing around their town and working with
our chapter presidents, but those were all guided through the Covid taskforce, our risk
management committee. I think Michael McKinney did a fantastic job really kind of helping us
with that risk assessment and so many others. I could name so many names that were critical to
what we did, but it really just allowed us to communicate from Advancement, be able to
communicate to our alumni, to our teams on what we could do, what we should do, what our risk
was in doing everything. So, really appreciated President Cockett’s vision and leadership around
that.
TW:

You had mentioned how you took measures internally with your student call center and plexiglass
and PPE and cleaning supplies and social distancing. I remember there being a mass exodus in
the second half of the spring semester of 2020 with a lot of staff and faculty beginning to work
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from home, and I’m wondering what Advancement Services did with its 62 FTE during that
period of time.
[28:49]
MW:

Yeah. So, to me, that culture of engagement. So, I mentioned two of the goals earlier in this that
Advancement has. So, everything we look to do, it’s ensuring exceptional gift and engagement
experiences for our donors, so how do we do that now in this new world? How do we ensure that
we’re a trusted partner in philanthropy to our colleges, to athletics, to our statewide system, to the
library, to the museum of art, to our other programs across campus, and how do we ensure that
we provide a pinnacle career experience to our employees?
So, when we looked at that and as an Advancement leadership team, the discussions we had is
how do we do those three things in this new world? And everything we do, we asked ourselves,
“Does it do this, and does it do this, and does it do this?” and if the answer was yes, we wanted to
find a way to do it. So, I’ve said all the time, the Covid years were tiring. They were exhausting. I
feel like I work hard. I don’t feel like I ever worked harder during that time and doing that.
So, with some of the work that we do in Advancement, we had to have people in our building to
process gifts and open mail because tax letters have to go out in an appropriate time. So, we
developed a system where myself, I came in every day. I was the backup. And then we had two
other employees and we maintained social distancing. But with our compliance measures when
we opened mail and received money, received cash, received checks, we have to have so many
people count it. We have to have so much to maintain compliance. So, we wanted to make sure
that everything we did followed compliance measures but also was done safely.

[30:36]
So, we had a rotating system where two members of my staff, my leadership team would come in
every day, and then we looked at a rotating system for our gift processing team to come in. So,
one of them came in, one of our leaders. We had backup support so we maintained all of our
compliance standards but also made sure that we got our job done in doing that.
[30:57]
With student calling, we had to have our student call center. We had to have somebody there to
supervise our students so we maintained that we were safe. Interestingly, right before Covid, we
started a renovation of our building to allow more offices which was really critical for us moving
forward, and we’ve had to do some more renovations in our building to make sure that we had
that safe environment and we had space because prior to Covid, it was a bunch of cubes, and we
realized that how we were positioned was not going to be effective in having staff there during
Covid even with plexiglass and all the other mechanisms that our facilities and risk management
team were recommending. So, we were able to evolve pretty quickly into doing that.
With our fundraisers and the work that they do which was predominantly calling and seeing up
in-person meetings, we found innovative strategies and shifted our goals to virtual visits, and this
was that evolution from WebEx to Zoom, making sure we had streamlined Zoom accounts. I
loved—so, there were two definitions of Zoom bomb meetings where one was not so good
nationally. The other we called pretty good where a development officer would set up a meeting
over Zoom with some of our alumni, and we’d have some of our faculty Zoom bomb into that
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meeting and have an engaged discussion or the dean. President Cockett and I had dozens and
dozens and dozens of Zoom visits with alumni across the country and they were curious on what
we were doing with our students and having President Cockett share what we were doing and
how we were moving forward and how we were still excelling as an institution was so critical to
that.
We did not decrease our fundraising goals during Covid. Matter of fact, they increased during
Covid, and we were able to successfully achieve and surpass our goals each year during this time.
But a good kudos to our fundraisers for being flexible. We had more engaged opportunities
through Zoom in those one-on-one meetings that we had. We had more alums that we were able
to reach across the country that we wouldn’t travel to that we were engaging. And what I’m really
proud to say is since Covid, many of those initial visits that we had with alums across the country
have now resulted in major gifts.
[33:27]
One of those Zoom visits that we had during Covid, it was a Zoom visit with our College of
Science Development Officer, Lori Hennigan and the interim Dean of Sciences, Michelle Baker
resulted in a $10.5 million gift a year later. That was all done virtually. And so, we realized right
away that yes, we were doing things differently, but people still wanted to be engaged.
Philanthropic support and peoples’ passion for USU and the programs and initiatives we were
doing wasn’t going to change. And so, we decided that “You know what? It’s a different
environment, but we’re not going to let that deter our success. We’re going to use these new
tools, new technologies, new resources to enhance our success.
That next spring, a year later from canceling Founder’s Day, we shifted our Founder’s Day to
virtual and had more engaged alumni attend that event. Typically, for an in-person Founder’s Day
we have around 300 people come back to Logan for that event. We had over 900 individuals sign
up for Founder’s Day and engage with us in that virtual setting. Some of them were breakout
rooms where they could engage with our awardees and award winners one on one to our recorded
sessions and videos with our recordees. Andrea Larson and her team just did a fantastic job
moving that virtually.
[34:55]
Kim Larson and our alumni team, we had fireside chats with the great names of Norm Jones and
Ross Peterson and so many other Aggies. We had cooking with Aggies that were done virtually
where we would invite our Aggie Nation to join us where we would have a cooking program that
went on. And we had really great turnout, especially when you get a Dr. Ross Peterson who’s so
beloved leading a fireside chat. The engagement that just happened and then the follow up and
people wanting to continue to do that was great.
Our board meetings, and Travis Lish, our foundation board chair, we joke a lot that his
chairmanship was done virtually. He had one in-person meeting in the two years of his
chairmanship and everything else was virtual, but he did a great job keeping our board engaged.
We had record participation of our college board meetings, our foundation board meetings during
the pandemic. Now, one thing we always talked about is just because we had participation, how
do we make sure that that has engagement too, that it’s just not sitting on with a camera, but how
are you engaged in that? And I think that’s something we’re looking at moving forward as well.
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But Travis did a great job keeping our foundation board engaged. Through those virtual meetings,
we had virtual breakout sessions and strategies of what we’re looking to do, our committee
meetings all virtually, things we’re going to continue on in the future. Some we’re going back in
person, but a lot of things we’re keeping on a virtual thing to keep that participation up. We’re
just trying to continue to make sure that we have that engagement that goes along with
participation. Travis jokes a lot that the hardest part of being the chair during the pandemic was
he would tell jokes, but everybody being on mute, he couldn’t tell if his joke fell flat or if it was
actually funny where if you say it in person, you get that immediate feedback in doing it.
[36:55]
But just big kudos to how all of our teams evolved to keep that engagement up. Our work shifted,
but our goals didn’t change. We just modified what the goal meant in each of those categories:
our alumni team, their goal for chapter engagement and chapter events. We had our chapter
president, our chapter chairs from across the country do virtual monthly meetings that Sian Smith,
our chapter alumni officer director would work on that we would attend, President Cockett would
attend, and these are great. Now, it’s continuing some of that moving forward but also as we look
forward to the future, making sure the engagement and participation. I think the hybrid approach
is going to be here to stay moving forward.
TW:

So, I’m curious; the state legislature in the 2021 session changed some of the guidelines as far as
mask wearing, social distancing. I think they also had put together a law that said that the state
publicly-funded universities would offer face-to-face classes at 75 to 80 percent of what they had
been offered in the fall of 2019. How did that affect the discussions, the SOPs that the travel
committee, the events committee, and the guidelines they put together, and how were they
adjusted?

MW:

Well, like I said earlier, I think one of the really great things about Utah State University, the
leaders that President Cockett had assembled was the flexibility and adaptability of what we were
doing in every situation, and that, whether it be had time to prepare for something or all of a
sudden we got notified that there was a new law or governmental recommendation and adapting
very quickly, I don’t feel like we ever missed a beat. I feel like whether it was something that was
all of a sudden, a week later, our next stabilization committee meeting, “All right. Here’s what is
being talked about. Here’s what’s being discussed. How do we adapt as a university to ensure our
students’ success, our students’ safety, our faculty’s success, our faculty’s safety, our employees’
success, our employees’ safety? How do we make sure those things happen within the constraints,
within the guidelines, within the recommendations that is being given to us from a federal, from a
state level?” and so on.

[39:32]
So, those things I think always started with safety, with engagement, and it wasn’t, “We can’t,” it
was “How can we?” And if it was we have to have 75% of people in class, it was laying out
classrooms with what that would look like and how we could do it safely. And Robert Wagner in
Academic Instructional Services, I remember going back—we started having these in-person
meetings early on in the pandemic where they set up a classroom in Huntsman Hall where they
had everything socially distanced and everything spaced out, and the first meeting was pretty
actually well-attended. And they had a cap on the number of individuals, leaders on the
stabilization taskforce that could attend. And we all showed up in masks, and this was one of the
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first mask experiences. We were all trying to find the right mask. I remember Provost Galey, his
wife had made a bunch of cloth masks and he was handing them out at this meeting, and we all
had a variety of different masks and most of them at that point were homemade that we were
trying to use, and we were all socially distanced. And that meeting continued in person for so
long, but it was really the classroom was set up and distanced how the students would look, and
this is how teachers could do this safely. It quickly evolved that it went back to where most of us
wanted to attend virtually because sitting there for several hours in that mask wasn’t as
comfortable. It was during lunch, and we could not eat during those meetings and that kind of
stuff.
So, I think the adaptability of what we looked at with those requirements and recommendations
coming down from a federal and state level. We tried various scenarios and it was always
innovative, it was always collaborative in what we were doing and doing that, and that’s really
the leadership team that USU has, and President Cockett put together for helping us overcome
these challenges.
[41:34]
TW:

So, I’m curious; you’ve touched on this a couple different times during the interview, but Mr.
White, what kind of contact, conversations did you have with the other universities in the state,
around the country that worked in the Advancement Services field about their programming,
about their approach to the Covid pandemic and their role for their universities?

MW:

Absolutely. So, I’m a part—and these have kind of been ongoing and they ramped up during
Covid. So, I’m a part of—they called it a Mountain West president of foundation group, but it’s
not Mountain West as in conference. There’s a lot of different universities in that ranging from K
State to New Mexico to North Dakota and so on, Colorado State. There’s about 12 of us to 15 of
us that meet monthly, and we moved it to quarterly now, really discussing what everybody was
going through.
And in that group in particular, vice presidents for Advancement, president of foundations talking
about our institutions, our state mandates that we had and each one of us deals. It was so different
and so diverse from states that remained pretty open to states that really couldn’t do a lot to
requirements that nobody could be in the office to “well, we need to have a hybrid group at least
in the office,” to absolutely no travel at all to very strategic travel in what we’re doing.
So, you learn really quickly that what was going on in the industry—I say all the time when I
present on various topics, I really stopped believing in best practices a long time ago because one
institution’s best practice is not another institution’s best practice. And you could say, “The best
practice for Harvard is this.” Well, the best practice for Utah State is not that. And so, there were
effective practices though, effective strategies that we took away from those groups that we could
implement.

[43:35]
Similarly, the Mountain West conference, going not from this group, the vice presidents got
together very regularly to talk. The Utah vice presidents got together to visit on what each of our
institutions were doing and how we could help and support each other, so there was a lot of
conversation and collaboration nationally that went on. I got invited to sit on a couple panels
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nationally, question-answer panels that were done virtually across the country on what we were
doing at Utah State and my counterparts were doing. So, there were three or four of us that would
sit on a panel to nationally discuss how we were approaching challenges, how we were moving
forward with different initiatives. Really proud to say that I do not just believe but know based on
our results, Utah State was always ahead of the curve. We were always developing innovative
strategies and engagement. I’m talking particularly to my field. But when I talked to those groups
nationally, Utah State seemed to always be ahead of the curve whether it be wastewater testing
and how we were reaching to different situations to how we were keeping students engaged to
with our broadcasting system that we already had set up way ahead of our national institutions, on
being able to implement that in a very quick time and create those virtual experiences for our
students.
So, in my national groups that I participated in, it was really interesting to see. And most of the
challenges were, again, like we discussed earlier, the state in Utah mandated certain requirements
for us and higher-ed institutions in Utah. Well, those were different from state to state to state to
state, so California’s best practices in what they’re doing were not going to be Wyoming’s, were
not going to be Utah State’s, were not going to be Kansas State’s, were not going to be Florida’s,
were not going to be New York’s because we all were dealing with different scenarios of what
we’re doing.
[45:37]
That said, there were really effective things in how we could do things virtually with our alumni
that we were sharing, that other institutions were doing that we were able to look and modify to
implement into our approaches, so I was really happy to see that that collaboration and that
partnership with other institutions across the country was happening.
We actually had, I cochaired with Colorado State, the first ever virtual Mountain West conference
for development alumni officers. We did this all virtually. And a lot of our sessions were how
each of our units were handling the different scenarios, how we were engaging and doing our
work, so we had presentations from a variety of institutions. Utah State University presented on a
lot of topics at that virtual Mountain West development and alumni conference that was held,
Kim Tobin from Colorado State, and I cochaired that conference. So, it was really interesting how
we were doing, how we were moving forward with that.
TW:

So, I think earlier, you had said something about the Covid years and the tiring, exhausting nature
of the Covid years, and this is something that is a theme that’s coming through in a lot of the
interviews we’re conducting. But I’m curious about kind of the mental health of you and your
team during the Covid years, the Covid pandemic, and were there any team-building activities
that you and your team worked on to stay connected because of remote work or because of
pandemic restrictions? Obviously, you weren’t doing your standard operating procedures preCovid.

MW:

Absolutely. So, mental health is something that we have always focused on within Advancement,
and part of that pinnacle career experience goal is engagement and support of each other. So, we
did several things during Covid. One is we changed how we were meeting and meeting virtually
to support each other, and we gave our leaders of each of those units that I discussed earlier the
opportunity to really work with their teams on what they felt was appropriate. For the college
fundraisers, we met weekly. We actually met twice a week, one just shorter check in just to see
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how everybody was doing and one more structured and organized and talking about challenges
and opportunities and really encouraging the development officers to talk about their challenges
they were having in doing the work in this new environment so we can help them with solutions.
[48:07]
But that said, mental health being so important. We are so fortunate Utah State and the College of
Humanities and Social Sciences do have a great social work program and Derrik Tollefson
leading the mind-body bridging initiative that Dr. Stan Block, a generous donor has partnered
with Utah State on. So, during the pandemic, we actually did virtually a mind-body bridging
workshop that we had for our employees and staff on how we could identify those things that
we’re really struggling with and provide solutions to overcome. So, working with the mind-body
bridging initiative and implementing that into one of our training programs we did, and we did do
a lot of virtual training opportunities for our fundraisers, for our Advancement team throughout
the pandemic.
So, shifting resources from the traditional travel and events to how do we use the resources that
we have to support our team in developing the skills, tools, strategies, and wellness that they
needed moving forward .in this new environment? So, the dollars that we typically would spend
on travel we reallocated towards doing more mental health innovation-type programs with our
employees throughout the pandemic.
With the pandemic, we were able to have an all-Advancement retreat. We innovatively found a
way to do an Advancement retreat in person. The pandemic was kind of winding down. We
didn’t know it was going to shoot back up the way it did, but we rented a big facility at the
fairgrounds, actually got Aggie folding lawn chairs for everybody, socially distanced everybody
six feet apart and did an in-person thing, and part of the retreat we did was focus on strengths,
focus on wellness. We continued that on to our next retreat and checkpoint where we did look at
Gallup wellness programs and how we were implementing some of those strategies. Not just
talking about them but implementing some of those strategies moving forward.
[50:28]
We also contracted with individuals that were expert in this to provide those tools with our
leadership team on how to conduct meetings, how to identify fatigue and mental health issues in a
new setting. I think that was one of the most challenging things is sitting on Zoom where if I’m
one on one with somebody—and people in Advancement know me as a wanderer. I walk around
my building, and I say hi to people, and you can usually tell in person if somebody’s having a bad
day. “Hey, tell me about what’s going on. How are you doing?” On Zoom, it was much, much,
much more difficult.
So, finding tools and techniques and strategies to identify mental health scenarios that were going
on on our team were difficult, and so we wanted to treat our leaders in a way that could hopefully
do some of that. But we did see that it was pretty significant, but that’s trust that you build up
with your team. That’s the conversations you need to have, checkups on your team, asking certain
questions on how they were doing, providing those breaks that were needed because one of the
things we saw during Covid for our fundraisers is typically, when you’re here, our day as
fundraisers are broken up. One day does not look like the next. We’re walking to meetings. We’re
outside on campus. We’re walking to go visit with a faculty member. We have a donor that just
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arrived on campus, and we go and meet them and go get an Aggie ice cream with. On Zoom, it
was you started at 8:00 and you ended at 5:00. But what was more interesting in Zoom, we didn’t
start at 8:00. We didn’t end at 5:00. Because of time zones, our whole time shifted. And what we
noticed with a lot of us, it was those breaks that you have to just walk to a meeting outside. It was
you got on one meeting, you got off one meeting. You got on one meeting, you got off another
meeting. And all of a sudden, you’re 8:00 to 5:00, you look up and you’re like, “I didn’t have a
break today,” or “I had a five-minute break between Zoom meetings.”
[52:33]
One of the challenges we still have – I joke with my assistant all the time – I feel like I still have a
Zoom calendar on a non-Zoom schedule where I’m like, “Do I have walk time here?” Well, no.
We need to build in some of that kind of stuff now because during Covid, it was just like we
could schedule a lot more. So, that fatigue definitely happened, and that Zoom fatigue which
everybody talked about, especially going from one donor Zoom visit to another donor Zoom visit
to another donor Zoom visit and trying to get your mind wrapped around where you’re not really
where if you were doing the traditional visits, you’d be driving from one place to another. You
could think and prepare. If you’re with a colleague, strategize on what that would look like. Here,
it was you were just popping on, popping off.
So, the Zoom fatigue was a real thing, and I think it did cause some mental health conversations
that we needed to have with our employees during this time.
TW:

So, as a USU administrator, what are some of the biggest lessons learned that you take away from
the pandemic either professionally or personally?

MW:

Resiliency, and resiliency just doesn’t happen. Resiliency comes from the support of others too.
And I think one thing we always have to recognize moving forwards is all of our jobs whether it
be a faculty, whether it be a support-staff person, whether it be a fundraiser, whether it be an
administrator have varying demands and varying things that differ in how you are resilient to
overcoming challenges.
I always say, a good—I don’t like the word “manager”, but a good leader doesn’t say, “Well,
here’s my style. You all need to adapt to me.” A good leader looks at each individual and each
employee and says, “This is what this person needs.” It’s an individual engagement plan with
each employee. And that’s one thing I learned during Covid is those individual engagement plans
with each of your people were really critically important because what one person’s needs were
were not what another person’s needs were. So, learning that through the pandemic and really—
not just learning it because I think we always knew it, but understanding ways to be able to
implement those individualized engagement plans were really critically important.

[55:08]
The other thing too is we realized that the traditional way we always have done our work—one of
my things I always say when you get to somebody, I don’t like culture shocks; it’s culture shifts
because if you shock a culture, it’s a bad thing. Well, Covid shocked a culture. But those Covid
shifts or those culture shifts and when you look at and you come in and you say, “Well, this is the
way we’ve always done it, so we can’t do it any other way,” it really allowed people to think,
“Well, yes. This is the way we’ve always done it, but should we?” And moving forward, are there
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better, are there more innovative ways? Looking from an alumni engagement perspective, how
can we truly engage our alumni nationally in new ways that we wouldn’t do before because that’s
not how we did it? Well, now it’s “Well, this is how we’ve always done it,” has really gone out
the window. Now, it’s “What are we going to do in the future to engage our alumni base, to
engage our students, to keep a healthy, happy, and safe environment for our employees?” It’s not,
“Well, we’ve always done it this way.” It’s “What do we do now? What are ways we could do?”
So, it allowed us to do these over-boarding exercises that were—I say “over-boarding exercises”.
What have we always done that doesn’t make sense, that doesn’t really fall into those three goals
that I’m talking about Advancement here have: gratifying gift and engagement experiences,
exceptional gift and engagement experiences, trusted partner in philanthropy, pinnacle career
experience? There were things we were doing that didn’t fit in those foals. Over-boarding though
some of those traditional things that you do is really tough. With Covid, it allowed us to
overboard those things and find new ways moving forward. And I think that’s university wide is
it allowed us to expedite over-boarding and find new ways to do our work that is going to be
meaningful for our students, meaning for our faculty, meaningful for our staff and going to create
those engagement experiences for our alumni and donors that are going to last in the future.
[57:10]
TW:

Is there anything else you’d like to add about your experiences with the Covid pandemic at Utah
State?

MW:

The only thing I would say is, my wife and I talk about this all the time, how fortunate we were to
be in Logan, Utah and for me to be at Utah State during this period of time. The colleagues that I
have, the leadership that surrounded me to help me and my team do our job, it was collegial. It
was collaborative. It is everything that you would want in an exceptional workplace. And I think
talking to colleagues across the country, talking to family in different areas of the country, we all
had diff experiences. And I am so fortunate about USU’s team, the leadership that we have at
USU, the support in every faculty and every staff that we have at USU because everybody
worked hard over the last couple years to make USU and our students have that experience, our
alumni have that experience we need, and I am just forever grateful that President Cockett here
and I was here during this period of time.

TW:

Mr. White, I would like to thank you for your time this morning discussing your experiences
during the Covid pandemic at Utah State University.

MW:

Thank you.

[End recording – 58:41]
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